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From the author of the megaâ€“bestselling Left Behind series Tim LaHaye and prophecy expert Ed

Hindson comes a powerful new book on earthâ€™s final hour. For ages people have speculated

about how the world will end. How can we discern the real clues from the many false alarms?

Prophecy experts Tim LaHaye and Ed Hindson bring together ancient Bible prophecies and

todayâ€™s news headlines to provide a panoramic survey of the final signs that will serve as

Godâ€™s global warning to the people of all nations. Jesus promised He would someday return to

Earth to bring judgment and set up His kingdom, and He even reveals specific details about what

will happen.  What are those details? What can we expect? Will terrorism, nuclear threats, and the

Middle East crisis have a part? Are there other clues we may have missed? A captivating

pageâ€“turner of a book with an urgent message for Christians and nonâ€“Christians alike! --This text

refers to the Hardcover edition.
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This book is definitely trying to be the "Late Great Planet Earth" by Hal Lindsey for the 21st Century

but it doesn't quite get there. The book is definitely a real page turner. It is real easy to read no

matter what your background is, church goer or not. Any will get something out of this book. One of

the authors, Tim Lahaye is the same guy who wrote the Left behind series. You will definitely see

the similar styles of writing.First the author lays out some of the recent events of the past few years.

The speed and frequency of these events have definitely dulled some people to what is going on.

Once you read about the events and threats in one setting you will perk up for sure. Nothing he



writes about is new and hasn't been mentioned in the news before. I do like how the authors do link

the truth about Islam. It isn't a peaceful religion. The only people who believe that is the cocktail

circuit at Georgetown. The real Islam power base in the middle east definitely don't believe it nor

have they ever believed it. Islam is a religion which expanded under the power of the sword and

keeps its power under threat of death if you convert. However the authors try to make the link to end

times prophecy from the news events and they don't quite make it.The theology of the story here in

the book is first rate. Every point is backed up by verses from the bible. It is very easy to

understand. Theology students and serious readers on the subject might get bored with the book.

They do lay out a different time line than most. Their points are not quite the same as Hal Lindsey

says but close. They sort of miss how the temple might play a role in the end times. They also

expand their scope beyond revelations. They take from the whole bible, not just revelations.

Drs Tim LaHaye and Ed Hindson wrote this book. I received a copy of it from attending a prophecy

conference in Cartersville, GA at Tabernacle Baptist Church last year. All who attended received

this book for free. The conference was great and so is this book.Tim LaHaye is a well known author

and is one of the authors of the very popular Left Behind series. He has written or co-written over a

dozen books on prophecy that is part of the LaHaye Prophecy Library series. He is also the

namesake of Liberty University's LaHaye school of Bible Prophecy. Dr. Hindson is the Assistant

Chancellor, professor of religion at Liberty and Dean of the Institute of Biblical Studies at Liberty. He

is also the president of World Prophetic Ministries and host of The King is Coming Telecast on

TBN.The book starts off describing the world we are living in today with all its turmoil. It says despite

all the technological advances in computer technology, medical care; increasing prosperity and a

growing number of opportunities for a better quality of life and more longevity, many people have a

growing sense of uneasiness about the future. Most people would agree that we are living in one of

the most precarious and dangerous times in our history. There are explanations of new weapons

that terrorists could use like the internet, EMPS, etc. and how they could attack us to really cause a

lot of harm on all our citizens and the targets terrorists would really like to hit. The book even

mentions a website that lists every terrorist attack in the world since 9/11.The book explains the

conditions we see know in the world and that the Bible accurately predicts this events and

happenings.
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